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Abstract

The use of control and communication technologies in vehicles and in the highway in the
form of an Intelligent Vehicle/Highway System or IVHS is an approach that promises to
improve capacity without building new roads. The paper presents a sketch of a system
architecture for IVHS to carry out its control and management tasks. The discussion is
divided into two parts. In the first part we focus on the tasks of a ‘fully automated’ IVHS
in which the driver has little control. The tasks are differentiated along four dimensions:

l function - the functions range from stabilizing individual vehicles along nominal tra-
jectories to adapting traffic flows to changing demands;

l time scale - the frequency of decisions and responses varies from under 1 s for con-
tinuous control of vehicles to several hours for network flow optimization;

l spatial scope - the impact of a control action can vary from a single vehicle to the
traffic in the entire network;

l information span - satisfactory accomplishment of the task will require information
ranging from that referring to a single vehicle to that which spans system-wide flows.

We outline an architecture in which control mechanisms are arranged in a hierarchy
of five layers: the physical, vehicle regulation, platoon, link, and network layers. The
architecture helps to formulate a structured approach to the design of IVHS control because:

l The hierarchy satisfactorily resolves all four dimensions of differences in control tasks.

l Each layer presents a standard, reference model to the layer above it. This provides a
‘clean’interface between layers, and the design of each layer can proceed independently
using the reference model of the layer below. When standardized, the reference models
serve as an IVHS open systems architecture.

l Communication takes place only between adjacent layers and between peer layers.
This will help to specify the communication capabilities needed to support the control
system.



The focus in the second part is on a ‘partially automated’ IVHS system which
provides information to drivers for route guidance and congestion reduction and exercises
some flow control; also available are automatic cruise control and collision avoidance systems
to assist drivers. However, the driver is in control and may ignore the offered advice and
assistance. We show that the control tasks can be arranged in another five layer hierarchy:
the physical, regulation, planning, link and network layers. The five layers are functionally
similar to the corresponding layers in the first architecture. However, the reference models
are significantly different.

The functions of the corresponding layers in the two architectures and the associated
information requirements are sufficiently similar so that we strongly urge that future work
aimed at successive refinements of either architecture should insist on a graceful migration to
the other architecture. It appears at this time that the partial automation will be developed
and deployed before full automation. So our suggestion is that ‘partially automated’systems
should be designed to accommodate extensions to the additional features envisaged in a
‘fully automated’ IVHS system. This is all the more important because, in our judgement,
the capacity increases achievable by partial automation are likely to be very small compared
with full automation and insufficient to meet the problems of congestion and safety posed
by increased demand.

The basic motivation for this work is to invite discussion on IVHS architectures
from relevant participants including transportation agencies, automobile manufacturers,
control and communications equipment developers, and the research community. We have
deliberately sketched an idealized portrait of full automation and suppressed the important
concerns of system evolution in the expectation that this will help sharpen the discussion.



1 Introduction

Engineers face new challenges in the design and operation of highway systems that meet the
growing demand for automobile travel. On the one hand the objective of minimizing adverse
environmental impacts has been added to the continuing and pressing aim of reducing delays
and congestion without compromising safety. On the other hand, the traditionally most
important approach to increasing capacity by building more lane-miles of highway is often
unavailable either because of prohibitive cost or public opposition.

There is a growing consensus that an adequate response to some of these challenges
will take the form of an Intelligent Vehicle/Highway System or IVHS. Underlying this
consensus is the opinion that an appropriate combination of control and communication
technologies placed on the vehicle and on the highway can lead to significant increases in
capacity and safety without requiring more land for new highways.’ In a phrase, the idea
behind IVHS is to trade off land for capital in the form of automation.2  Indeed, it can
be argued that automation can increase the productivity of existing capital investments in
highways and vehicles.

Beliefs vary as to the specific shape of IVHS ‘automation’. Clearly there is room
for a spectrum of technologies. At the easy-to-implement, low-tech end of the spectrum
are systems which collect, calculate, and communicate to the individual drivers relevant
information about the state of the network and advice about their speed and route, and
which exercise a limited degree of direct control through ramp metering. We call such a
system ‘partially automated’. At the speculative, high-tech end of the spectrum are ‘fully
automated’ IVHS systems. The key difference between partial and full automation is that
in the former vehicles are manually controlled, while in the latter they are under automatic
control. Proponents of the latter believe that automatically controlled vehicles can be much
more closely spaced with adequate safety and without reducing speed, leading to highway
capacity increases by as much as a factor of three or four. This potentially very large payoff
is the reason for the considerable interest and enthusiasm for full automation. Of course,
the lack of experience in integrating the variety of technologies that will constitute a fully
automated IVHS is sufficient ground for healthy skepticism.

The paper sketches both fully and partially automated system architectures, with a
distinct emphasis on full automation. The first part of the paper, §2-6, is devoted to fully
automated IVHS. $2 presents a rough conception of the way traffic will be organized under
full automation. The control tasks that must be performed to implement this organization
follow readily from this conception. In §3 we describe those tasks, and differentiate them
along the dimensions of function, time scale, spatial scope and information span. In §4 we
outline a five layer architecture and partition the various tasks among these layers. In §5 we
propose a reference model for each layer. The reference model will help decouple the problem
of design of each layer. More importantly, once the reference models are standardized and

‘The objective of minimizing adverse environmental impact is only tangentially addressed by IVHS. That
objective is better served by complementary work on alternative engines and fuels, and by managing demand.

2At this time we have no quantitative estimates of these tradeoffs. Indeed a major objective of work in
IVHS is to arrive at such estimates.



accepted, they constitute an open architecture for IVHS systems. The standards define
the interface between layers and different (possibly proprietary) implementations of each
layer can interwork so long as they meet the interface standards. In §6 we give an example
to show how the architecture has implications for the communication needs that must be
supported.

In the second part of the paper we consider partial automation for which another
five layer architecture is presented in §7. The corresponding layers in the two architec-
tures are functionally similar. Therefore we argue that further work on either architecture
should accommodate migration to the other architecture. Although functionally similar,
the performance of the two IVHS systems is likely to be quite different and we suggest in
§8 that the capacity increases resulting from partial automation are insufficient to meet the
challenges of increased traffic demand.

We conclude with some observations on the technologies needed to implement the
proposed architectures. We remark that many of these technologies are already available.
We call for work on systems that integrate these technologies to provide the functionalities
posed in the architectures.

The proposed architectures assume ‘normal’ operating conditions. Under such con-
ditions the overall objective of IVHS is productivity maximization, i.e., meeting the demand
(measured, for instance, in vehicle-miles) at the minimum resource cost (including time, fuel,
pollution). The proposed architecture is insufficient for ‘emergency’ conditions when the
objective is to minimize the risk of damage rather than to maximize productivity. We do
not discuss emergency control procedures, nor do we discuss how such procedures should
articulate with the normal operating procedures. These issues will be discussed in a future
paper. We believe, however, that our proposal can be extended to handle emergency con-
ditions although the control procedures will be different. More significantly, considerations
of failures will almost certainly place constraints on the physical configuration of an IVHS
system. Those issues are also beyond the scope of this paper.3

The basic motivation for this work is to invite discussion on IVHS architectures
from relevant participants including transportation agencies, automobile manufacturers,
control and communications equipment developers, and the research community. We have
deliberately sketched an idealized portrait of full automation and suppressed the important
concerns of system evolution in the expectation that this will help sharpen the discussion.

2 Organization of traffic

We imagine a homogeneous automated network of interconnected highways. Appropriately
equipped vehicles may enter and exit this network at various gates4 and travel through
this network under automatic control. The network is embedded in a larger transportation

3See [l] for a provocative discussion of critical safety concerns in fully automated IVHS.
‘Keywords are italicized the first time they are used.
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Figure 1: A route is a sequence of segments

system containing several inhomogeneous networks. ’ For example, a vehicle leaving our
network may enter an unautomated network of urban arterials. We describe how a vehicle’s
trip through the network from entry to exit is selected and realized.

Upon entering a gate, the vehicle announces its ultimate destination. The (IVHS)
system responds by assigning to it a nominal route through the network. A route R is a
sequence like

R = (HI,sI,~I), Wz,~z,fz) ---

The interpretation is that the route consists of a sequence of segments. The first segment
of the route is on the highway named HI starting at gate si and finishing at gate fi; the
second segment is on highway Hz from gate s2 to f2; and so on. It is understood that an
interchange lane connects jr on HI to s2 on Hz, etc., as illustrated in Figure 1.

We assume that whenever a car is on an automated highway it continuously senses
the section on which it is traveling. A section is denoted by triple (H, 1, d) where H is the
highway name, I is the lane number, and d is the lane section number. A section may be
between 50 m to 500 m long. It is used for flow and congestion control discussed in $2. The
system continuously announces a target speed v( H, I, d) which cars in that section must try
to maintain.

Suppose our car enters through gate si at section (Hl,ll, di). The car then an-
nounces that it will exit at gate fi. In response, the system assigns to it a path (lz,dz,/s).
The interpretation is that the car must change to lane Is, travel along it until section d2,
and then change to lane 1s from which it must exit at gate fz. See Figure 2. The path
assignment procedure must balance the utilization of all lanes and exit gates.6

‘The automated network may consist of segregated lanes within each highway section similar to HOI’
lanes. Procedures would be in place to verify that vehicles entering the automated network are properly
equipped.

‘Figure 2 is drawn to illustrate the maneuvers described below. It is not meant to suggest that entry
occurs in the rightmost lane and exit in the leftmost lane. Most likely, entry and exit both occur on the right
(lane II) and lane 1s would be assigned according to the distance the vehicle will travel: vehicles traveling a
longer distance on any highway would be assigned to lanes further to the left.
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Figure 2: A path within a segment

Having received its assigned path, the car must execute an actual trajectory con-
forming to this path. A trajectory consists of a sequence of maneuvers:

1. An initial sequence of lane-changing maneuvers during which in a relatively short
distance the car moves from its current lane 11 to its assigned lane 12. After it enters
lane 12, the car will execute

2. A lane-keeping maneuver during which it will keep to its assigned lane until it reaches
section d2. At this point it will execute

3. A terminating sequence of lane-changing maneuvers to move from lane 12 to lane 13
which leads to the exit gate f2.

In order to describe how our car executes these three maneuvers we must introduce
the notion of platoon. Every car on the highway is a member of some platoon of cars of
size bigger or equal to one. A one-car platoon is called a free agent. The first car in a
platoon of size at least two is called its leader, the other cars are followers. Only free agents
may execute a lane-changing maneuver; all platoons may execute lane-keeping maneuvers.
Figure 3 illustrates the definition of a platoon. The reason for this platooning strategy will
become clear when we discuss lane-keeping.

We now return to our car’s three maneuvers. At the beginning of its path (Figure
2) it is a free agent in lane 11. It executes a sequence of lane-changing maneuvers until
it ends up in lane 12. Each lane-changing maneuver accomplishes a single lane change, so
that from lane 11 the car can move to lane II f 1. While the admittedly difficult ‘details’
of this maneuver are yet to be worked out, the following rough description of a ‘negotiate
and execute’ two-phase procedure does not seem too far-fetched. Suppose 12 > 11 so our
car wants to move to 11 + 1 . In the first phase our free agent exchanges messages with
its ‘neighboring’ platoon leaders in lanes 11 + 1 and 11 + 2 and negotiates with them the

5
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Figure 3: Definition of platoon

availability of empty space in lane II+ 1 that it needs to change lanes.7 Once a commitment
to keep the empty space available has been been obtained from the relevant neighbors, our
free agent enters the second phase. In that phase it issues a command to the vehicle’s
feedback control system to steer the car into the free space in lane Zr + 1. At the end of
the steering control, the neighbors are informed that the procedure is complete and they
are released from the prior commitment. After ]Zz - fr 1 such lane-changing maneuvers, our
free agent is in lane Zz and begins executing the lane-keeping maneuver. The ‘negotiate’
phase can be done directly among vehicles as suggested here, or it can be done in a more
centralized manner. In the latter case, information about the location of each vehicle in
a particular section would be maintained in a database for that section and a free agent
engaged in a lane-changing maneuver would ‘reserve’ a space in the adjacent lane through a
‘negotiate’ transaction with that database. Generally speaking, in the proposed architecture
decisions are made in as decentralized a manner as possible to reduce information flows and
to make the system more robust.

We now describe the lane-keeping maneuver. Since cars spend most of their time
and distance during a trip in a lane-keeping maneuver, this maneuver must be designed to
maximize productivity, i.e., to maximize the flow in a lane. This is achieved by moving cars
in platoons, see [3, 41. Within a platoon all cars except the leader - that is, the followers
- are under continuous feedback control which maintains a very close spacing (about 1
m) with the car in front. The cited references show that the steady state flow increases
significantly with platoon size. With platoons of size 20 the capacity can increase by a
factor of three or four.8 This is the reason for the platooning strategy. Studies suggest that
a feedback control can be designed to provide an adequate performance in platoons of size
up to 20 vehicles, see [5].  The leader must maintain the announced target speed V( R, I, d)
while keeping a safe distance between itself and the platoon in front of it.

A platoon leader in the lane-keeping maneuver may find that its platoon size is
different from the target size (of say 20). If the size is smaller than 20 the leader initiates
a platoon merge moue; if the size is larger than 20 it initiates a platoon split move. The

‘The exchange of these messages has been called a protocol in [2]. That reference shows how such protocols
are designed and validated.

‘Such increases could be achieved by 20-car platoons with a between-platoon headway of 60 m and a
within-platoon spacing of 1 m. These numbers are derived from unverified traffic flow models, [4]. If one
requires that a platoon with a braking rate of 0.3g  avoid colliding with the platoon in front that is braking
at l.0g, starting at an initial speed of 50 km/h, the between platoon headway should be 40 m [3].
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merge move can be implemented by another negotiate and execute two-phase procedure.
In the first phase, the leader determines if the sum of its own size and that of the platoon
in front of it is smaller than 20. If it is, it requests permission to merge. If that permission
is obtained (which would happen unless the platoon in front was itself engaged in a merge
or split move), the leader enters the second phase. In that phase it will speed up until it is
sufficiently close to the tail of the platoon in front, and it changes its role to a follower so
that its feedback control system will henceforth control spacing. If the permission to merge
is denied by the platoon in front, the leader will wait for a fixed time after which it will
try again. In a split move the leader decides to split the platoon. This is accomplished by
another two-phase procedure. In the first phase the leader requests the relevant follower to
change its role to a leader. When the request has been granted, the second phase is begun.
In that phase, the relevant followers are informed as to who their new leader is, and thus a
new platoon is formed. The new leader will slow down initially since it is too close to the
platoon in front and after a safe distance is reached it will try to maintain the target speed
v(H, I, d) announced by the system.9

When our free agent enters its lane-keeping maneuver it notes that its platoon size
of one is below the target of 20 and it initiates a merge move. If it is possible to do so, it will
end up in a larger platoon. Its role may change from leader to follower several times while it
is in lane 12 and until it reaches section dz (see Figure 2) when it must begin lane-changing
maneuvers in order to move to lane 13. Recall that in order to execute these maneuvers, it
must be a free agent, which is unlikely. If it is a leader, it initiates a split move, making its
immediate follower a leader; at the end of this move our car will become a free agent. If it
is a follower, it requests its own leader to initiate an appropriate split move at the end of
which our car will become a leader. Another split move will make it a free agent. lo Once
it has become a free agent, our car enters a sequence of lane-changing maneuvers until it is
in lane 12 from which it exits at gate fz.

This completes our description of the way traffic might be organized in a fully auto-
mated IVHS. We now focus on the key control tasks that must be performed to implement
this organization.

3 Control tasks

We describe four key control tasks beginning with decisions that have the widest impact and
ending with the feedback control of a single vehicle. We give a brief account of each task
and then specify its objective, time scale, spatial scope, and information span. Comments
on each task are collected under “Remarks”.

‘Several aspects of this discussion need elaboration. In particular, how far must a vehicle separate itself
from its neighbors to become a ‘free agent’ for performing lane changes, merge or exit maneuvers? These
transitions must be designed on the basis of vehicle dynamics, information available, and safety.

“See [2] for a description of protocols corresponding to the split and merge moves.



3.1 Route and flow control

When a car starts its trip at some gate (Ei, a) and it announces its destination gate (J, f),
the system assigns to it a route

where (HI, sr) = (H, s) and (Hn, fn) = (J, f). Thus this decision is a function:

(origin, destination) + Route (1)

This function could be implemented as a routing table. The route selection is made jointly
with the selection of equilibrium speeds in each highway section, i.e., with the selection of
a function

(H, 174 - WC 44 (2)

Objective. The routes and section speeds must be selected so that the equilibrium or
steady state traffic flows in the system are optimized according to some criteria. Possible
criteria include: minimizing total trip time across the network, minimizing the time of each
route at the moment the request is received, and minimizing the maximum or a high per-
centile of excess travel time (relative to the free-flow travel time).

Time scale. The maps (l), (2) are updated only when there is a significant and long term
shift in demand (e.g. morning rush hour, afternoon, evening rush hour, night; weekday,
weekend, etc.) or in network capacity (e.g. certain lanes may be closed, driving conditions
on some highway segments may have changed due to weather, etc.). The frequency of such
changes is on the order of once per hour on the average, but these changes could occur
rapidly in response to incidents.

Spatial scope. Changes in the routes and equilibrium speeds affect traffic throughout
the network.

Information span. Any procedure that will accomplish this task satisfactorily will re-
quire systemwide information on demand, capacity, and possibly of existing flows. This
information will be at a macroscopic level. *’

Remarks. This description implies that route selection is done at a centralized, systemwide
level according to systemwide criteria. Alternatively, in a more decentralized implementa-
tion, a computer on board the vehicle could select its own route based on traffic conditions
broadcast by the system. In the latter case each route would presumably be selected to
minimize individual trip time which may compromise systemwide performance criteria such
as time for all trips. The point is that the proposed scheme can accommodate many possible
implementations.

“By macroscopic level we mean that traffic is treated as a compressible fluid rather than as a collection
of individual vehicles. The fluid is described by macroscopic variables such as density, speed, and flow.



3.2 Path and congestion control

When a car enters a highway H at a gate s in section (H,Z,d) and announces that it will
exit at gate f, the IVHS responds with a path assignment (ZQ,&,/~).  &,/a are determined
entirely by the exit gate f (see Figure 2), and that information can be stored in a permanent
table. Thus the only decision to be made in path assignment is the selection of the lane 12
over which the car will travel most of the time it is on this highway. If I-I has several lanes,
efficiency dictates that the traffic should be evenly distributed across lanes.r2 This is a fairly
trivial task: for example, assignment of cars to lanes in ‘round-robin’ order will achieve a
balanced distribution of traffic across lanes. The ‘round-robin’ rule could be modified so
that vehicles that need to exit “soon” are in the “near” lane, while those traveling longer
distances could better justify the lane-changing overhead incurred in moving to the “far”
lane.

Path assignments may become more complicated than implied above when the sys-
tem must respond to accidents or other blockages. It may become necessary to change a
route after a vehicle has entered a section if the originally assigned route suffers a problem.

The system must also announce the platoon target speed v( H, I, d) in each section
of the highway. This speed will normally be the same as the equilibrium speed ue(H, 1, d) of
(2). However, in order to reduce congestion the target speed may temporarily deviate from
the equilibrium speed. We discuss this briefly below. Lastly, the system must announce
the target platoon size p(H, 1, d) for each section of the highway. This size depends on the
equilibrium flow on the highway: the size increases with the flow [4].  This is a trivial task
and we will not discuss it further.

Small random fluctuations in the flow can create a decrease in the platoon headway
in a section. As a result platoons in that section may be forced to slow down. This causes
decreases in headways further upstream following which those platoons may slow down.
The congestion could ‘travel’ upstream in a wave and could persist for a considerable pe-
riod causing significant, sometimes severe, decline in traEic flow. However, if the onset of
disturbance is detected, and the target speeds are appropriately modified, then the distur-
bance can be eliminated quickly with negligible reduction in flow. A model for congestion
control, presented in [4], suggests how automation can reduce fluctuations in the flow and
an asymptotically stable longitudinal control system can damp these out without creating
a traveling wave.

Objective. Paths must be selected to balance traffic across lanes to prevent inefficient
utilization of lanes. The section target speeds v(R, Z,d) must be selected to minimize con-
gestion while following the equilibrium speed on the average.

Time scale. In the absence of real data our guess is that disturbances leading to con-
gestion may occur every few minutes in each lane-mile during heavy traffic. To reduce
congestion quickly once it occurs, the target speed should be updated a few times each
minute, [4]. However, this estimate is based on an unverified model. The target speed

12Efficiency  may also be increased by specializing lanes by vehicle type, e.g. trucks, buses, automobiles.
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update could even be on a second-by-second basis when needed to adapt to rapidly chang-
ing conditions, although of course in general it would be better for passenger comfort and
energy efficiency not to change speeds too often.

Spatial scope. Path assignment only affects one car at a time. Congestion control modi-
fies section speeds up to about 1,000 m from the place that is congested.

Information span. A round-robin path assignment scheme requires no information. Con-
gestion control in any section requires knowledge of speeds and headways within 1,000 m
on either side of the section. This information can be at a macroscopic level, and may be
obtained by ‘filtering’ data on car counts and passing speeds (61, or by data obtained from
platoons.

Remarks. Simple heuristics can be incorporated in procedures to be used in ‘path assign-
ment’ algorithms. Such algorithms would be linked to algorithms that estimate congestion,
and detect and respond to incidents.

Random fluctuations in traffic flow now arise from non-uniformity and randomness
in driver behavior and random arrivals and departures of vehicles to and from the highway.
The first type of randomness would be reduced by a partially automated IVHS system which
announces advisory section target speeds [4, 7]; the reduction would be much greater with
full automation since platoons would automatically track target speeds (whereas drivers may
be less responsive or may even ignore advisory speeds). The second source of randomness can
be partially controlled by ramp metering. The increased control over traffic flow obtained
by automation should reduce randomness and congestion. However, quantitative estimates
of these reductions must await appropriate simulation experiments.

3.3 Platoon maneuvers

A platoon can execute lane-changing maneuvers (if it is a free agent) and lane-keeping ma-
neuvers. A lane-changing maneuver involves a two-phase procedure: a negotiating protocol
is executed to get a commitment of free space from neighboring platoons, followed by is-
suing a steering command. A lane-keeping maneuver is executed by the platoon leader.
Most of the time the leader tracks the announced target speed v(H, I, d). The leader may
also engage in platoon merge and split moves in order to maintain platoon sizes close to
the announced target size and to accommodate lane-changing maneuvers. Lane-keeping
maneuvers are also implemented by ‘negotiate and execute’ two-phase procedures.

Objective. These maneuvers must be executed safely. The negotiating protocols must
be correct; they must take into account possible error conditions. For example, errors can
occur during communication. Each car must keep track of its platoon data. This data must
be updated whenever it changes.13

“[2] gives a list of data that is adequate for the protocols considered there.
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Time scale. A free agent will engage in lane-changing maneuvers very infrequently (per-
haps twice per segment). The merge and split moves should also be infrequent. The time
between such maneuvers should be on the order of minutes.

Spatial scope. Platoon maneuvers only affect neighboring platoons.

Informat ion span. Platoon leaders need the target speed v(H,l,d) and the target pla-
toon size p(H,l,d). They should be able to communicate with neighboring platoons. They
should be able to set feedback control laws on their own vehicles.

Remarks. Automation of platoon maneuvers and automatic control of vehicles (§3.4)
are the two distinguishing features of full automation. They constitute a radical departure
from current practice, and their implementation will require a major research and develop-
ment effort. The negotiation protocols are similar in structure to computer-communication
protocols [8].  They can be described and verified for correctness using high-level descrip-
tion languages (see, eg. [9]).  A version of the platoon negotiation protocols is presented
in [2].  Implementation of the negotiating protocols requires an underlying communica-
tions network to exchange protocol messages. Some remarks on possible communications
technologies can be found in §8.

3.4 Feedback control

The ‘execution’ phase of a platoon maneuver is implemented by vehicles under automatic
feedback control. Three kinds of feedback control laws are needed. A car which is a follower
must maintain a constant spacing with the car in front and it must stay in the center of
its lane. We call this spacing control. I4 The car which is a leader executing a lane-keeping
maneuver is under tracking control: it must track the target speed while keeping at a safe
distance from the platoon in front of it. If the leader is engaged in a merge move it tracks
a speed somewhat larger than the target speed. When a free agent executes the second
phase of its lane-changing procedure, the car is under steering control it must move from
its current position to a specific point in an adjacent lane within a certain amount of time.
This would also happen when merging into or out of a main traffic flow.

Objective. The three kinds of feedback control laws must maintain stability while ac-
complishing the spacing, tracking and steering tasks.

Time scale. The time scale is on the order of 0.3 s, based on time constants of dy-
namic models of contemporary cars.

Spatial scope. The direct effect of feedback control is limited to one car.

Information span. This is still unclear since control designs have not been worked out.
For example, the longitudinal control design of [5] requires that the controller know its own

I’It is customary to separate this into longiludinal and lateral control [5].
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car’s state (position, velocity ), the spacing between its car and the car in front, and the
velocity and acceleration of the leader and the car in front. In addition, controllers may
need to ‘preview’ the shape of the highway in terms of grade and curvature. While the
information needed is certainly limited to a short distance from the position of the car,
sophisticated sensors may be needed to obtain it, [10], although some very simple schemes
may suffice, [ 1 1 ]

Remarks. The design of feedback control laws, the difficulty of implementing them, and
their performance depend critically upon the information and the actuators available. The
information in turn is a function of (1) the sensors on board the vehicle for measuring veloc-
ity, acceleration, and relative distance and speed between adjacent vehicles, (2) the sensor
data from one vehicle communicated to neighboring vehicles, and (3) information about
the geometry (curvature and gradient) of the highway communicated to the vehicle. (This
last information would be used in a ‘feedforward loop’ to enhance stability and smoothness
of the ride.) The response characteristics for braking, acceleration, and steering actuators
limit the overall performance. Generally speaking, the theory and practice of the design of
control laws seems to be sufficiently well advanced so that one can confidently predict the
creation of satisfactory designs for the three feedback control tasks listed above. On the
other hand, suitable sensors and actuators are still under development, although it is likely
that significant advances have been made in industrial laboratories but are not reported in
the published literature.

4 IVHS control architecture

Figure 4 gives a block diagram description of a five layer control architecture. Starting at the
top of the hierarchy the layers are named: network, link, platoon, regulation, and physical
layers. The functions of the top four layers correspond in order to the four tasks outlined in
§3, namely: route and flow control, path and congestion control, platoon maneuvers, and
feedback control. The function of the physical layer is to provide the regulation layer with
relevant sensor data and to receive from it the acceleration, braking, and steering actuator
signals.

The hierarchy resolves the four dimensions of difference between tasks. Each task
is lodged in a separate layer; the frequency of decisions increases, the spatial scope reduces.
and the information span is more localized as one moves down the hierarchy.

It seems natural, as suggested in the figure, to distribute the control task in each
layer among several identical controllers. For example, there would be one controller per
vehicle at layer 4, one controller per platoon at layer 2 (which would be distributed among
the vehicles in the platoon), one controller at layer 3 for each highway link15 and one or a
few controllers at layer 1. With that distribution of control tasks, a controller at each layer
‘supervises’ one or more controllers at the layer below.

We note one feature of this supervision. At the regulation layer, at any time, a

“A highway link would consist of several sections; it would be a few miles long.
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controller is implementing one of the three control laws discussed in §3.4. The controller
continuously changes the actuator commands in response to changes in sensor signals. On
the other hand, it switches control laws when so ordered by its platoon layer supervisor.
Similarly, at any time, a platoon layer controller is engaged in a maneuver. During a
lane-keeping maneuver a leader changes its target speed when so ordered by its link layer
supervisor. A link layer controller computes a new target speed u(H, Z,d) or a new target
platoon size p(H, I, d) either in response to a detection of a disturbance or because it receives
a new equilibrium speed from its supervisor at the network layer. Thus decisions at each
layer are changed either in response to information from ‘below’ or because of new commands
received from ‘above’. Some aspects of such hierarchical control systems are discussed in
[12, 13].

It is important to observe that a controller at each layer needs to communicate
only with controllers at adjacent layers and its peers. l 6  More interesting is the fact that
a controller at each layer receives ‘state information’ from controllers below it and returns
‘commands’ to those controllers. Thus commands flow down the hierarchy and information
flows up. This has the important implication that each layer presents to the layer above it a
model of the system, and the controller at any layer can be designed in terms of this model
alone. We explore this in §5. The structure of the information flows also has implications
for the communications infrastructure needed to support the control architecture. This is
explored in §6.

This architecture design is based on the principle that a decision must be taken
close to a point where the information on which it is based is available. Thus, for example,
actuator signals must be calculated by a controller in each vehicle, even though they could
be calculated remotely. It is believed that this increases robustness of the design, localizes
the impact of future changes, and reduces communication costs and delays.

We repeat one point noted at the end of § 1. This architectureis designed for ‘normal’
operating conditions where the aim is to maximize productivity. It is not intended to address
emergency conditions. When such conditions occur as during an accident or malfunction,
in order to minimize response time action must be initiated by a controller ‘close’ to the
point where the emergency is detected. It is possible that this requires a separate set of
emergency control rules which ‘override’ the normal rules. The single objective of these
rules is to minimize the risk of damage.

5 Reference models and open architecture

Perhaps the most important advantage of the proposed architecture is that it permits a
separate specification of the control task at each layer and the controller design at one layer
can be carried out independently of the designs at other layers. The controller design at a
layer is done in terms of a reference model of the layer below. We briefly describe the four
reference layers, beginning with the link layer and proceeding down the hierarchy of Figure 4.

16Controllers at the same layer are peers.
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The link layer reference model is quite simple. It provides an aggregate description
of the flows in each link. It also indicates to the network layer any significant capacity
changes that may have occurred in the link. Thus this reference model can be presented as
a graph each of whose links is characterized by the current capacity and the current flow.
Such a reference model suggests formulating the layer 5 route and flow control task as a
mathematical programming problem of network flow optimization. See Figure 5.

The platoon layer reference model is a dynamic model describing the behavior of pla-
toons on a link.” The model equations involve macroscopic variables such as average speed,
density and flow in each segment. The ‘inputs’ to the model are the section target speed
V( H, I, d) and platoon size p( H, f, d) periodically updated by the link layer, and the path
assigned to each vehicle. Its ‘outputs’ are the macroscopic variables (speed and density)
over each section in the link. (The outputs may be computed from data provided by each
platoon.) The congestion control policy of the link layer is based on this reference model.
Examples of such models may be found in [7, 4]. See Figure 6.

“‘Recall that a link is about a mile long; it is made up of sections between 50 m and 500 m long.
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The regulation layer reference model is a ‘command-response’ model of the feedback
controlled dynamics. The commands are issued by the platoon layer. Those commands can
be encoded as parameters for each of the three types of control laws. For example, spacing
control is parametrized by the space that a follower must maintain with the car in front of it.
A tracking control is parametrized by the target speed that a platoon leader must maintain
and the safe distance that it must keep from the platoon in front of it. Lastly, steering
control is parametrized by the point on the adjacent lane to which a free agent must move
and the time within which it must reach that point. The response to each parametrized
command can itself be in the form of parameters that indicate successful execution of the
command or the occurrence of some error condition. *8 Thus the regulation layer reference
model takes the form:

(control type, 8) - (control type, $)

where ‘control type’ is ‘spacing’, ’tracking’, or ‘steering’, and B is the associated parameter
vector; and $ is the parameter vector of the response, see Figure 7.

The physical layer reference model is given by a differential equation model of the
vehicle, actuator, and sensor dynamics. lg The three sets of control laws (spacing, tracking,
and steering control) are designed using this reference model, see Figure 8.

Each layer’s reference models summarize how the system appears to the layer above
it. There are also peer reference models that are used to design peer interaction. We briefly
discuss these. Exchange of information among neighboring link layer controllers is needed
in order to maintain continuity from one link to the next, and to warn of changes in flow
or capacity. Such exchanges would be governed by a link layer peer reference model.

In a lane-changing maneuver a free agent carries out a ‘negotiate and execute’ two-
phase procedure. In the first or negotiation phase, the free agent exchanges a structured
set of messages - a protocol - with neighboring platoons at the end of which the free agent
has obtained a commitment of empty space in the adjacent lane. The correctness of this

‘*Error conditions would indicate to the platoon layer supervisor why the command cannot be executed
or how the result of the execution differs from the expected.

“There will be several models depending on vehicle, actuator and sensor type.
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protocol is determined within the context of a platoon layer peer reference model. A
useful formalism for such a model is provided by finite state machines, see [2]. Such finite
state models serve the same function as the differential equation models of the physical layer
reference model. The only difference is that the states of the finite state machine represent
discrete logical stages in the execution of the protocol rather than the continuously varying
states of the vehicle model.

Suppose the regulation layer is calculating one of its three types of feedback control,
for instance, the spacing control law. The calculation may depend on certain parameters of
the other vehicles in the platoon. For example, the maximum permissible acceleration or
braking may be limited by the vehicle in the platoon with the least performance. Thus, the
regulation layer controller of a vehicle will need to exchange messages with its peers in the
same platoon to determine the necessary parameters. Such an exchange would be governed
by a regulation layer peer reference model.

The phrase ‘open systems architecture’ has gained wide currency from its adoption
and use in the context of computer-communication networks. The multi-layered architecture
of these networks is standardized by bodies representing equipment manufacturers, users,
service providers, etc. The standards describe reference models (i.e. the interfaces between
layers and between peers) and the corresponding protocols. The term ‘open’ emphasizes
the fact that equipment which conforms to the standards can interwork with any other
conforming equipment, even though the equipment designs may be proprietary and different.
The rapid advances in data networks are in part due to the industrywide adoption of open
system architectures.

Similar rapid advances are to be expected in automated IVHS technologies once
the relevant participants (vehicle manufacturers, highway authorities, communication and
control equipment suppliers, and representatives of the driving public) adopt an open IVHS
architecture. A tremendous amount of work will be needed to establish such standards
because the issues are complex, the stakes are enormous, and the impact will be long-
lasting. However, without such standards equipment on different vehicles and on different
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highways will be incompatible, much more expensive and far less productive.20

6 Communication requirements

We have seen that in order to carry out its task, a controller will need data from its peers,
from controllers in the layer below it, and from vehicles and highway sensors. The controllers
will also need to communicate decision variables (target speed, actuator controls, etc.) to
subordinate controllers. The ‘time scale’ of each task determines the frequency with which
certain communication of data and decisions will be repeated. Once the controllers and
their data requirements are sufficiently specified, we can obtain the average bandwidth
requirement (measured in bits per second or bps) between every pair of nodes.21 Specifying
the requirements in terms of average bps may be too crude, and one might also specify
other ‘quality of service’ parameters such as peak bandwidth, error rate and delay. We call
these end-to-end bandwidth requirements.

An IVHS communication network will have to meet these end-to-end bandwidth
requirements. As a rough approximation we can think of a communication network as
a graph with the nodes as specified above and with some pairs of nodes connected by
communication links of certain capacity. To send data from one source node to another
sink node, that data may have to be routed over several communication links depending
on the graph of the communication network. It is then relatively straightforward to check
whether the network meets the end-to-end bandwidth requirements.22 It is more work to
figure out whether requirements on delay, errors, etc. are met.

Many different networks can meet a given set of requirements. An important part
of IVHS communication network design will be to articulate and analyze several options.
We conclude this section with a small example.

Suppose. the feedback law for longitudinal control requires that the acceleration u
of a follower in a platoon be set according to

u = f(A, s, v, ti)

where A is the distance between the follower and the car in front of it, s is the speed of
that car, and v,ti are the speed and acceleration of the leader of the platoon. Suppose A
is sensed directly by the follower, s is sensed by the car in front, and v,ti are sensed by
the leader. Suppose each number is represented by two bytes. Suppose finally that u must
be evaluated N times each second, and that there are n cars in the platoon. Then we can
calculate the end-to-end bandwidth requirements as follows.

Label the cars 1, . . . . n with car 1 as the leader. Then we must have

20Firms  seeking short-term advantage have a predictable tendency to resist the compromises needed to
arrive at standards. However, as the experience of the computer and communications industries shows, the
adoption of standards dramatically increases market size to the benefit of all.

“A node is any source or sink of data. Examples of nodes are controllers, sensors, and passengers.
22By  ‘straigh otf rward’ we mean only that one can use several known techniques; we do not mean that the

calculations involved are easy.
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1. 1 + i, i = 2, .‘., n 4-byte messages for v,i, from the leader to each follower N times
each second;

2. i -+ i+ 1, i = l,..., n- 1 2-byte messages for s from car i to the car i + 1 behind it
N times each second.

Suppose the communication is carried out over a single broadcast radio channel. Then item
1 above will require a single 4-byte broadcast

1 -, (2, . . . . n)
N times each second. Thus the channel must carry information at the rate of

I = 8N x (4 + 2(n - 1)) bps

Taking N = 30 (which corresponds to a sampling interval of 33 ms) and a platoon size of
n = 20 gives I N 10,000 bps. This information consists of 20 separate broadcast messages
(one per car) per sampling interval. Each message will require some ‘overhead’ bits for
synchronization, error checking, etc. If we take this to be 4 bytes, we get an overhead
bandwidth of

Finally, we need to have a ‘guard time’ between two successive broadcast messages. Suppose
this reduces the ‘duty cycle’ of the channel to 50 %. Then the radio channel capacity should
be

C = 2(I + 0) ~ 25,000 bps

If the same channel is used by several different platoons, the capacity will be increased cor-
respondingly. In this calculation no provision is made for acknowledgment of the messages.
Such a provision may double the capacity.

7 IVHS architecture for partial automation

As in part one we start with a description of how traffic might be organized. From this we
infer a set of control and management tasks which we arrange in a five layer hierarchy. Since
the traffic  organization, tasks and architecture are similar to the case of full automation,
we will be brief.

Properly equipped cars enter and exit the partially automated network at controlled
gates.23 The entrance gate is metered, so the system may exercise some flow control. The
entering vehicle announces its ultimate destination in response to which the system suggests
a route through the network. A route is a sequence of segments exactly as in Figure 1.

As the car proceeds along a particular highway segment, the system provides infor-
mation and advice regarding the vehicle’s path along the segment. These may include:

23Unlike full automation, partial automation can permit both equipped and unequipped vehicles, but
performance will degrade if there are too many unequipped vehicles. It is an important open question to
determine the fraction of vehicles that should be properly equipped to obtain significant improvement in
performance.
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l Announcing incidents downstream so that drivers may change lanes accordingly;

o Suggesting the speed on each section so as to reduce the propagation of congestion;

l Suggesting transfer to alternative roads in case of long-lasting congestion;

l Estimating travel times in response to driver inquiries.

The driver absorbs this information and advice and plans the vehicle’s path, i.e.,
which lanes to occupy and what target speed to project. The actual plan selected will also
depend on the driver’s goals, predisposition, experience, and understanding of the system’s
operations. The plan may get revised along the way as new information is received.

The plan is executed by controlling (driving) the vehicle. In effect, the driver im-
plements a feedback control law. In this implementation, the driver makes use of his or her
own sensory data (vision, hearing, etc.), standard car sensors that indicate speed, engine
rpm, etc., and signals from more sophisticated collision warning systems. The driver may
also select pre-programmed feedback laws such as cruise control and collision avoidance.

This description suggests four tasks which can be arranged in the five layer hierarchy
of Figure 9. As in the architecture of Figure 4, the network layer is responsible for route
and f l o w  control. It suggests the route to each entering vehicle. It exercises a certain degree
of flow control at the entrance gates. Lastly it calculates the equilibrium speed for each
section. (See (l), (2).) These decisions are based upon estimates of current traffic  conditions
obtained from layer 3. The decisions seek to maximize some systemwide criteria and hence
can appropriately be formulated as a mathematical programming problem. However, the
link layer reference model on which such calculations are based will be more complex than
in §5. Under full automation, it is assumed that cars follow the routes and speeds suggested
by the system. But now the model will have to include some representation of the way
drivers will respond to suggested routes and speeds.24

The function of the link layer is also similar to its counterpart in Figure 4, namely
path and congestion control. It must provide information about incidents and suggest target
speeds for each section based on equilibrium speeds received from the network layer and
aggregate traffic data for each section received from roadside sensors or from the vehicles
themselves. The selection of section target speeds is based upon some model of congestion
propagation. Such planning layer reference models in turn are based upon driver response
characteristics, see [14, 15, 16,4].  Again the reference model will be more complex than in
§5.25

The planning layer is responsible for path planning. It must take information about
incidents, suggested target speeds and estimated travel times, compute a plan, and forward
it to the regulation layer. It, must also revise plans as new information is received. In
dynamic route guidance, a vehicle-based or wayside system computes an ‘optimal’ path
based on current network conditions and gives the driver a sequence of actions (turns,

“Drivers will probably ignore route advice if, in their opinion, it does not minimize their travel time.
“Layers 3 and 4 comprise ATMS (Advanced Traffic Management System); layer 3 and part of layer 2

comprise ADIS (Advisory Driver Information System).
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lane changes, etc.)-so path planning is automated here. Alternatively, the information is
conveyed to the driver who uses it to choose a plan. Since we have no reliable understanding
about how drivers plan on the basis of such information the planning layer reference model is
likely to be more complex. It is to be hoped that experiments now underway [17,18,19,20]
will improve our understanding.

The function of the regulation layer is to implement the plan developed by the
planning layer. The driver implements this using his or her own sense data, data from
vehicle sensors, information from the roadside and from other vehicles. The driver may
also ‘off-load’ some of the feedback control tasks to pre-programmed control laws such
as automatic cruise control, automatic braking, and collision avoidance systems. If the
planning layer is automated, it must be designed on the basis of some regulation layer
reference model. Since most of the regulator layer will be implemented by the driver, this
reference model is likely to be quite complex.

The driver and the pre-programmed laws both assume some reference model of the
physical layer. The two reference models will be different. Once again we know very little
about how the driver understands the dynamics of the vehicle.

In comparing the two architectures we see that the functions of the corresponding
layers are quite similar and the information required at each layer is also similar; hence the
resemblance of Figure 9 to Figure 4. The critical difference is that under partial automation
the vehicle is under driver control and so

l the traffic flow characteristics on each highway segment are determined by the response
of drivers to traffic conditions:26

l the driver may accept, reject or modify the advice about route and speed given by
the system.

As we argue in §8, these differences significantly reduce the performance of partially auto-
mated IVHS as compared with full automation.

8 Full or partial automation

The comparison is based on very rough estimates of the relative costs and benefits of the two
systems. In comparing costs we can distinguish between costs of sensors, communications,
computation, and control.

We have seen that the two architectures are similar in function and in the informa-
tion requirements at each layer. Hence our guess is that the cost of sensors and communi-
cation systems in the two architectures will be comparable. The most significant difference
is that the platoon layer in Figure 4 requires real time communication between neighboring
vehicles and sensors that the planning layer in Figure 9 need not use.

“Typically, traffic flow is characterized by an ‘equilibrium’ speed vs density curve; and drivers accelerate
or decelerate depending on whether the density is smaller or larger than its equilibrium value [14, 15,  16].
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The computation capabilities needed at the corresponding layers is similar. The
calculations of the network and link layers under partial automation are likely to be more
difficult (because the corresponding reference models are more complex) than under full
automation. Even primitive versions of the planning layer will require some on-vehicle
computer assistance to the driver. The incremental cost of the greater computation capacity
needed by the platoon layer will be minimal.

The regulation layer under full automation will be significantly more complicated
and this will require electronic actuator systems (for acceleration, braking, steering) not
needed by the driver-implemented regulation layer. It is, however, quite likely that some of
these systems will be installed even under partial automation in order to implement such
pre-programmed control features as automatic cruise control and collision avoidance. In this
case, the incremental cost of the enhanced control capability needed under full automation
may not be too great.27

The benefits of automation can be grouped under increases in capacity and safety.
Partial automation will improve safety by providing critical information (eg. collision warn-
ing) to the driver, or by overriding driver control (eg. collision avoidance). Full automation
is likely to yield greater safety because of more effective and predictable control of the vehi-
cle. The major difference in benefits is certainly going to be in terms of capacity increase.

Under partial automation, capacity increase is achieved because travel time is re-
duced since drivers will have more accurate and timely information about traffic conditions
and advice about the best routes. Simulation and analytical studies, and data from demon-
stration experiments suggest little or no improvement under recurrent congestion and some
improvement under incident induced congestion. 2 8 One may with confidence suggest an
upper bound of 15 % on the capacity increase from partial automation. The ‘bottleneck’
element in a partially automated system will continue to be, just as it is today, the driver
response characteristic, i.e. the regulator layer in Figure 9.

It is precisely the elimination of this bottleneck that is promised by full automation.
The regulator and platoon layers of Figure 4 can, it now appears, permit increases in
capacity by as much as a factor of three to four, and the greater degree of control should
reduce the propagation of recurrent congestion. It must be added immediately that these
estimates are based on (1) the assumption that the technologies needed to implement full
automation are feasible, and (2) simple models of traffic  flow under full automation, see
[4, 5, 31.

To summarize the comparison of costs and benefits:

27However  full automation may require a physically separate, hence more expensive, system, while under
partial automation cars that are not properly equipped need not be excluded from the system.

‘sA simulation study based on the CACS project suggests that travel time in Tokyo could be reduced by 6
% [21]; U.K. researchers estimate an average benefit of 10 % from dynamic route guidance; preliminary results
from the Berlin route guidance experiment show no savings in average travel time under normal conditions
[18]; simulations of the Santa Monica freeway (SMART) corridor suggest insignificant savings under recurrent
congestion and savings on the order of IO minutes for a 40 minute trip under incident induced conditions
[20, 22] ; a careful examination of data on driver response to advisory speeds posted by the Dutch Motorway
Control and Signalling System showed no increase in capacity [7]; theoretical considerations also suggest
little or no benefits from route guidance under recurrent congestion [23].
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l Partial and full automation will require many similar subsystems. The regulation
layer system under full automation will be more expensive, but it is impossible at this
time to assess the extra cost. Full automation may be significantly more costly if it
alone will require a physically separate network, as seems likely at this time.

l Full automation may provide more safety because of better sensors and control, and
avoidance of driver errors.

l Productivity improvements under partial automation are limited by driver response
and hence unlikely to be greater than 15 %. It may be as much as 300 % under full
automation.

Two conclusions urge themselves from this analysis:

l The implementation of partially automated IVHS must make sure that it can easily
migrate to full automation.

l A concerted effort must be made to determine the feasibility of full automation.

9 Conclusions

We begin by addressing potential criticisms of the proposal presented here. We then outline
one fruitful path for future work.

The idea of organizing a complex engineering system in a layered hierarchy is well-
established. Two remarkably successful examples are the structuring of computer operating
systems [24] and the open systems architecture of communication networks [81. Thus an
attempt to organize an IVHS system according to this paradigm is surely non-controversial.
Of course, even within this paradigm there is plenty of room for disagreement and debate
not only over details but over its most prominent features. We hope this proposal will
encourage such debate.

Perhaps the most radical criticism will come from advocates of a ‘low tech’, partially
automated IVHS in which the individual car is under manual control. The criticism can
be both negative and positive. Negative criticism would charge that placing cars under
automatic control will induce a major change in the way the vehicle and highway systems
cooperate, requiring technologies that are either unproven or not yet developed. Another
criticism, quite distinct from technological considerations, might be that drivers would be
unwilling to relinquish control over their vehicles, and so full automation will never obtain
public acceptance. 2g As a result the risk involved in pursuing the ‘high tech’ option of full
automation is enormous.

“Another objection has to do with questions of liability in case of accidents. This is not an appropriate
place to address the sociological, political and legal projections underlying these criticisms. We also leave
aside another approach, which will surely gain more advocates over time, which holds that the best way to
handle increased traffic demands is by mass transit or by reducing demand through congestion pricing.
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Positive criticism would hold that partial automation will require minimal changes
in highway technology and that most of the new technology will be put on board private
vehicles. (Therefore ‘public’ expenditures will be much less compared with full automation.)
Moreover, this new technology can be developed and deployed in independent increments.
For example, cars may carry terminals which display their location on maps; they may
be equipped with collision warning and avoidance systems; and drivers may access com-
munication channels over which they could be informed of incidents and seek guidance for
routes.

In essence, the criticisms amount to the judgment that upon considering the current
state of the technology, the ease of deployment, and the costs of partial vs full automation,
prudence dictates in favor of partial automation.

We believe that such a judgment is premature at best, and harmful at worst. In the
first place, as we have shown, the commonalities between partial and full automation are so
great that efforts aimed at developing a partially automated IVHS must accommodate its
enhancement to full automation. In the second place, as we have suggested, the published
evidence points to the conclusion that productivity increases from partial automation will
be very small and may not be cost effective. On the other hand, full automation does
offer the potential of very large productivity increases, although the uncertainties are very
high as to whether and when this potential may be realized. It is only sensible to conduct
research to reduce those uncertainties to a point where sound public decisions can be made.

We make one suggestion about future work. The basic technologies needed for
IVHS-communications, sensors and actuators, control, and computation-are sufficiently
advanced that effort should focus on experiments which will demonstrate the feasibility of
IVHS, and which will lead to more reliable estimates of the costs and benefits of large-scale
IVHS deployment.

Work on IVHS should design and develop in ‘parallel’ all layers of the architecture.
Care must be taken to ensure that full functionality is implemented in each layer; and that
all layers will work together. The latter condition will require continuous interchange among
those involved in the different layers to specify the interfaces as completely as possible. The
first condition may be ensured by specifying the design goals of each layer as early as possible
and by insisting on meeting those goals.

In our opinion, the danger is that the overall IVHS design will be compromised
as effort is diverted to pursue opportunities to develop subsystems that implement one or
another function in a particular layer. It is easy to imagine, for example, that work on the
regulator layer of Figure 4 will lead to subsystems that provide collision warning or collision
avoidance. The temptation will be great to pursue development of such subsystems even at
the cost of postponing the demonstration of the overall IVHS system. Perhaps one way of
being conscious of this danger is to formulate very concrete goals that require more or less
complete functionality of full automation. We suggest two such goals:

l Demonstration of a 20 vehicle platoon that can execute lane-keeping maneuvers with
an average speed of 80 km/hour and a headway of 1 m.
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l Demonstration on a 40 km stretch of highway of a system that can estimate the state
of the traffic in each 500 m long section every 15 seconds, detect or infer incidents,
compute target speeds to reduce the propagation of congestion, and communicate the
target speed to every vehicle.

To achieve the first goal it will be necessary to implement layers 3 and 4 of Figure 4 in
almost their full functionality.30

To achieve the second goal it will be necessary to implement layer 2 of Figure 4.
In our opinion, extending such an implementation to include the functionality of layer 1 is
conceptually straightforward since the information needed will be available and the main re-
maining task will be to design and implement appropriate numerical algorithms to calculate
the routing tables and the equilibrium speeds.

The word ‘sketch’ in the title needs emphasis and elaboration. To judge a proposed
architecture we need to assess how much it will help in an IVHS control design. At a mini-
mum, the architecture merely serves as a convenient metaphor for describing the individual
control tasks and their interrelationships. At a maximum, the architecture can greatly
simplify the design effort. The simplification is achieved if the different control tasks are
‘decoupled’ and each task can be carried out using the appropriate reference model. Thus
it seems that the value of any architecture will depend upon how well the reference models
are constructed.

Judging from the development of the ‘open systems architecture’ of communication
data networks, the design of reference models is of critical importance. The design must
evolve from the active participation of all relevant communities. In the case of IVHS this
certainly includes transportation agencies, automobile manufacturers, control and commu-
nications equipment developers. We hope that forums for such participation that are being
established will serve this function.
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